


















































Hydra heads The implementations of Hydra so far have been wide and varied, and are described in Table 1. Institution  Hydra head(s)/material type Stanford University  SALT – a head to enable the management of digital archives and their presentation.  This head is being used to inform development of Hypatia (see below). EEMs (Everyday Electronic Materials) – a head to assist in the capture and cataloguing of items sourced from the web for inclusion in targeted library collections. ETD – a head for the receipt and processing of electronic theses and dissertations University of Virginia  Libra – a self‐archiving head for the capture and open access for research outputs.  Initially focused on journal articles, this can now be used for book, book chapters, and conference materials.  Dataset management is also planned. 
                                                        
10 Getting started with Hydra, http://hydraproject.org/technology/getting‐started/  
University of Hull  Hydra in Hull – a generic institutional repository allowing the management and dissemination of digital content as required by the University, including research outputs. Notre Dame University  Atrium – a Hydra head facilitating the presentation of exhibitions based on repository collections. Videos – a prototype head for the management of video collections. Northwestern University  Images – a Hydra head for the management of image collections, including the ability to crop/edit the images and store outputs from such actions. Rock and Roll Hall of Fame  Video processing – a head to assist with the processing of a video digitisation process. Joint initiative  Hypatia – a technical implementation of the AIMS model for the management of born digital archives.  
Table 1. Hydra head example implementations These are the heads in development and/or production.  There are others in planning, and known commercial implementations as well through MediaShelf.  The heads developed thus far offer both a cross‐section of repository needs, and variations around similar content to highlight the flexibility that can be introduced to meet local requirements.  A further development is the integration of Hydra with other institutional systems as part of the implementation, e.g., student admin systems for ETD processing at Stanford, and library catalogue integration for combined access at the University of Hull.  The repository is thus an embedded part of the institutional landscape. 
Why work together? There have been many digital repository developments in recent years, many showcased through Open Repositories.  Some have been adopted widely, many have not.  The Hydra project has sought to learn from these experiences in adopting its own path: 
• Hydra provides a core basis upon which others can build (travel?), assured that they are developing in a way that others will find useful in their own environments. 
• Hydra provides a data model that can be used by others, avoiding the need to establish individual models on each occasion. 
• Hydra continues to provide software that others can, and have, used to address local needs, and allowing them to focus on these needs as a priority over the underlying infrastructure. 
• The Partners are guided by the governance that will allow partners to further contribute at the appropriate level or area of interest.  
• Hydra is informed by a community of users that can provide mutual support in both development and use of the repository solutions that emerge. Starting a repository project from scratch can be a daunting ‘hill’ to climb.  In bringing institutions and people together, Hydra is seeking to provide a tested path over that hill. 
The Quest for the Hydra So have we gone far by travelling together?  Undoubtedly yes.  We have caught many glimpses of what we thought Hydra was over the course of the collaborative discussions, many of which turned out to be mirages, and there has not always been agreement.  But the implementations now in place are built on the solid foundation of a clear view of what Hydra is.  Following the expiry of the initial three‐year period over which the founding Partners agreed to work there is renewed commitment to continue Hydra’s development and seek out how it can further support the management of digital content within our institutions.  A pattern of quarterly face‐to‐face meetings is in place and a key aim for the near future is to more fully formalise and roll out the governance of Hydra to provide the proper underpinning for future development.  Alongside this, additional Hydra heads will be developed across the Partners and the developer infrastructure will continue to be enhanced to provide a proper basis for all contributions. Do come and join the quest, and build the Hydra together. 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